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1.

SUMMARY

The Marine CoLABoration aims to increase
collaborative action and explore how to communicate
the value of the ocean more effectively, with a core
group of 9 organisations at the heart of the
collaboration.
In 2018, we have progressed new approaches in
collaborative decision making and governance and
carried out horizon- scanning with a wider group of
organisations and individuals that frame the marine
environment to identify and address gaps. We have
developed existing experiments and projects and
launched new ones that are delivering more effective
protection of the ocean. We have also built our own
capacity and that of others to communicate the
wider value of the ocean through a CoLABoratory
(experimental, systemic, collaboratory) and values
based approach.

-

experiments has proved to be a useful
method in navigating obstacles blockages.
We are are continually developing our
knowledge base together around value and
values.
- 2018 has seen us start to connect
more effectively with marine social
scientists and practitioners working
with value and values.
We know that we need communicate
the full value of the ocean in a way
that speaks to the full range of deeply
held human values rather than a
subset in order to achieve change and
this is becoming evident through our
practice (via experiments)
- We need to embed a values based
approach across all we do, from
consideration of meeting space to
inclusive facilitation techniques
In order to communicate why the ocean
matters more effectively, we need to engage
and support a wide range of ocean framers
through a capacity building and engagement
programme, not just the usual suspects.
We also need to scope the potential for a
collaborative communications strategy that
helps us to promote a consistent ocean
narrative and helps to put the ocean back
together.

We have built on our learning to further develop out
strategy and approach. Key learning from this year
includes
- Collaboration is core to our work. As we move
into our 2019 model, collaboration and a
values based approach underpins everything
we do- driving our three streams of work.
- There is appetite from marine framers
to engage and learn from our work and
we need to capitalize on opportunities
for wider collaboration more
effectively.
- In order to make the case for sustainable
resourcing of the Marine CoLAB and for a
We have refocused our strategy for 2019-21 on three
values based, CoLABoratory approach, we
core ambitions to. We aim to focus on:
need to effectively capture our successes and
- Communication and shifting the narrative on
stories and learning to demonstrate the
marine conservation.
relationship between time taken to build
- Addressing strategic gaps.
collaboration and experiment output.
- Building capacity in and beyond the sector
- Acknowledging that there are still obstacles in
building capacity to adopt a values based
approach and communications framing
recommendations, however tangible
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1. Background
The Marine CoLABoration was initiated by the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in 2015 to increase
collaborative action and explore how to communicate the value of the ocean more effectively.
In 2013 -14, CGF funded research suggested that progress towards a sustainable future for our ocean was
hampered by a number of things including siloed information, limited decision-making and uncoordinated
action taken by too few stakeholders. The research identified key levers that could catalyse systemic change
in the marine sphere. These included enabling marine NGOs to innovate and collaborate and to communicate
more effectively about the value of the ocean. In response to these findings, the Marine CoLAB was initiated
in 2015
We are a collaboration of nine organisations: ClientEarth, Fauna and Flora International, Forum for the
Future, Funding Fish, Institute for European Environmental Policy, International Programme on the State of
the Ocean, Marine Conservation Society, New Economics Foundation, Thames Estuary Partnership and the
Zoological Society of London.
Our vision is for an ocean that is healthier and where the full range of ocean and human values are reflected
in individual and collective decision-making. We aim to increase the effectiveness and impact of ocean
solutions through a CoLABoratory, values based approach. Taking a values based approach (VBA) means
that Marine CoLAB partners design experiments which test the hypothesis that developing a shared
appreciation of the value of the ocean, in all its forms, will deliver better outcomes for people and the planet.
2.2. 2017 analysis
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Analysis of our learning in 2017 revealed:

2.3. How have we built on 2017 analysis?
● We are sharing our learning more widely at events and conferences and we are creating resources
for CoLAB members to share our work, learning and approach easily themselves.
● We have successfully secured funding for a new full time Comms Lead for 2018, providing more
capacity to the CoLAB.
● This year in addition to continuing to support testing experiments, we also piloted two new
experiments (World Ocean Day for Schools, Mental Health Awareness Week) and are incubating
others (e.g. OneOcean 2020).
● We have thought carefully about roles and accountability, assigning specific roles and moving to a
steering group and working group model in 2019.
● We are trialling new tools in collaborative decision making, for example the Deep Democracy Process,
which helps move us forward through micro decisions.
● In order to capture, curate and share learning from experiments and cross fertilise learning across
experiments we are trialling the use of an online platform (Slack) to share learning in 2018.
● We are beginning to share our approach and learning in more social and comms friendly ways, for
example creating a one pager for Mental Health Awareness Week and video outputs from events as
well as full reports.
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●

●
●

To overcome some of the unease around implementing framing recommendations and the values
based approach(particularly around the use of crisis language) we shifted this learning into the
execution of a specific project (MHAW 2018).
In 2018, we have begun to share our learning with wider experiment teams, our organisations and
marine framers through workshops and events and via slack.
We have adopted a more case clinic and ‘doing’ approach in 2018 and held working sessions (e.g.
one on how we capture learning and another on developing future scenarios for the marine
colaboration).

More details on the key achievements of the Marine CoLAB in 2018 can be found here
2.4. How do we capture, curate and share learning?
We take an action research approach to our learning across the Marine CoALAB. Action research is a
research process that helps us learn from and for practical actions.
We usually think of data as trends, statistical information, scientific and social research. In action research everything becomes data - conversations, reflections, art, stories, workshop flipcharts, anything that helps us
see the pattern of things. The quality sense making process comes from the spotting of patterns,
triangulation, and resonance testing

-

Learning across the CoLAB is captured via
- Biannual coordinator interviews
- External evaluator interviews
- Learning workshops with the wider Valuing the Ocean Strand also
- Core CoLAB workshops, from post its, conversations, flip chart paper...

-

Learning is reflected back to the CoLAB and shared more widely through
- Reports and smaller learning summaries
- Learning videos
- Presentations

Where do we share our learning?:
- Digitally, via:
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-

-

Slack (in 2018, 62 members sent over 12,000 messages, 16 public channels as well as
private ones)
- Social media (Twitter, @marine_colab from Feb 2018)
- Marine CoLAB website w
 ww.marinecolab.org
- Email
- We experimented with a VBA newsletter in 2017
Offline, via:
- Learning workshops – face to face
- Conference presentations (e.g. Society and the Sea, Coastal Partnerships Network
conference)
- Lunchtime workshops
- Over coffee and cake
- Communications Directors network
- Individuals within and beyond the Marine CoLAB share back to organisations and bring
peers in to the network
- Co-ordinators learning set

3. KEY LEARNING IN BUILDING A COLLABORATION
3.1. Laying the foundations for collaboration
Following an incubation period by FoAM to support and develop the collaboration and our LAB approach, we
have now moved to a self facilitation model.
We understand that collaboration can be challenging, requires time, complete honesty and acknowledgement
of what we do not know, but have found that the benefits far outweigh these challenges. We have found that
collaboration:
- Pulls out diversity of views and allows everyone to be heard
- Enables us to reach new levels of transparency (where we are now pragmatic about individual and
organisational future involvement in the CoLAB)
- Fosters less protectionism
- Gives us free space for freedom and honesty
- Has built relationships and trust, allowing more difficult conversations
- Builds ecosystems of skills and better flows of knowledge
- Creates an open non-judgemental space to get advice from peers
We have found that taking time to get to know each other has fostered commitment in the group. There is
value in spending extended periods of time together and carefully considering temporal and spatial
elements. Away days and workshops have accelerated learning around how we work as a team, what our
shared philosophy and how we can co-develop work effectively. Marine CoLAB involvement isn't just about
doing experiments but being a part of a community. We are now finding that as the collaboration matures,
more supportive tasks of the community have come to the fore, including mentoring, advice and consulting
(as evidenced through Brexit Comms peer review process). Transition of CoLAB members shows resilience
of good collaboration. We do however need to ensure that there is a mandate for the CoLAB on what new
members can expect when they move in.
We are also testing what we’ve learnt and gaining further insights from, with a wider audience. For example,
at the Coastal Partnerships Annual Conference (2018) delegates were asked w
 hat resonated with them from
our learning on building a collaboration and what challenges they’ve faced in building partnerships and
collaborations.
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Delegates came from a wide range of organisations and backgrounds, including WWF DEFRA, Wildfowl and
Wetlands Trust, MMO, Environment Agency, Natural England, (full delegate list h
 ere).
3.2. An experiment in collaboration
The scope and scale of the challenge of ocean protection requires observation and interaction with the
ocean from multiple perspectives, to imagine, experiment and learn from failure. This is the essence of the
‘lab approach’ - enabling accelerated systemic innovation and reducing risk. Experiments provide tangible
outcomes from a lab approach but many long term benefits are less tangible, e.g. cultivating openness,
adaptivity, curiosity, inclusion and diversity. Furthermore, LAB members are reporting that our experimental
approach has helped with project design in members' wider work.
There is importance in creating the space for emergence. We have also found that some activities benefit
from long meandering conversations, other require quick intuitive reactions. LAB facilitation needs to
respond to what is happening in the moment, whilst keeping in mind the long view and big picture. To foster
innovation, the CoLAB celebrates the diversity of participant’s skills, personalities and aspirations and we use
a variety of facilitatory techniques.
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Using themes in our CoLAB workshops gives LAB sessions more tangibility and makes them feel less
conceptual, allowing us to explore topics in depth and use team time better. Some of the most engaging
sessions have been highly participatory and flowed well, combining purposeful outdoors experience and
indoor work and learning.
However, in order to demonstrate relationship between relationship building and experimental output, we
need to build evidence and invest in effective data capture and curation. We also need to be cautious in the
terminology we use and need to be aware of this bringing new people in.
3.3. Building the capacity of the group
Co-creation and peer learning cornerstones of LAB approach. CoLAB participants learn from each other,
continuously increasing the overall capacity of the group. The more diverse the participants backgrounds and
organisations the more they can learn from each other.
We are learning that values research is fast moving and we need to stay on top of it. We are beginning to
engage with marine social scientists and academic research around value and values for example through
the Marine Social Science network.
We are finding that participatory processes help foster wider collaboration and facilitate collective
development, intellectual and experiential learning. We have also found that there is appetite within group to
build learning around systemic approaches though we need sharper tools to effectively implement systemic
approaches within our work.
3.4. Building capacity within our organisations
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Through experiments we are amplifying our work and blending organisational approaches. For example,
Fauna & Flora International’s Community Visioning method and Forum for the Future’s systemic approach
are contributing to the Marine Conservation Society’s stakeholder engagement methodologies, via piloting in
Agents of Change. Organisations are reporting that they are experimenting with a VBA in their wider wok. For
example, Forum for the Future are experimenting with a VBA in a few projects in areas other than the ocean
(e.g. wider environmental sustainability).
It is important to understand organisational difference when developing capacity building offers- for example,
Fauna & Flora International are in a great position to aggregate and amplify working with 90 partners across
their marine work but cannot impose from the top down. Through our Individual to Institution (ItoI) internal
experiment to transfer learning from the CoLAB to our wider organisations, we have also found that we all
have different levels of influence in our organisations. In order to further explore why our organisations
might not engage with our approach, we undertook some persona mapping work in a workshop in September
2017 which the group found to be useful. However, more work is needed to further embed a CoLABoratory,
values based approach within our organisations.
CoLAB organisations' communications teams are starting to engage with the CoLAB and the VBA is starting
to trickle into our wider work through attendance at workshops and CoLAB members presenting back to their
organisations (e.g., ClientEarth on framing and the Marine Conservation Society featuring Agents of Change
in their membership magazine). The New Economics Foundation are also embedding a VBA into their
business development work and monitoring and evaluation and Fauna & Flora International and Thames
Estuary Partnership are embracing collaborative tools, both using three horizons frameworks in their
organisations. Through our experiments, our organisations are also gaining exposure to different strategies,
approaches and ways of working, for example the Zoological Society of London taking part in Forum for the
Future’s School of Systems Change.
In order to progress this work, we all need to deliver stories to communications teams, share evidence and
case studies and make our stories relevant to others within our organisations.
3.5. Communicating the wider value of the ocean and shifting the narrative
There is a risk that if our communication becomes too inward focused, this will mean that the amplification
of our approach is limited. We need to continue to target more unusual suspects to help shift the narrative to
communicate the wider value of the ocean. We know that we need to be cautious with terminology when
communicating with a wider audience. Articulating our approach and work explicitly in common language
may be key to adopting the approach within our organisations more widely and beyond. For example,. ‘why
the ocean matters’ in place of ‘the value of the ocean’ or ‘an ocean friendly society’. We have also found that
we need to explain at all stages of communication- what is the problem, how do broader scientific processes
work, what are the solutions?
Framing has been critical to #OneLess's impact. According to one #OneLess team member:
“We framed it as an ocean issue and that gets us meetings, for example, Coca Cola and Selfridges. Even there,
that framing hasn't been questioned”.
We have found that in communicating a values based approach more widely, it has been helpful to talk in
examples, rather than just an elevator pitch. Across our work we are implementing Frameworks Institute
recommendations. The recent Re-framing the ocean event also highlighted the need to avoid relying on crisis
language (one of the reports’ recommendations), across a broad range of sectors and not just in
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communicating about issues facing the marine environment as evidenced in the recent Re-Frame event. We
need to shift towards a longer term perspective whilst still expressing urgency and use optimism as a tool for
inspiring engagement and behaviour change because solutions are possible.
We are learning that there is value in consistent narratives and it would be useful to aim for a common
language used regarding the ocean to increase public understanding and build support for marine
conservation initiatives. The need for ocean literacy, to build understanding of processes and the influence of
ocean on human life has emerged consistently across our work and the ocean literacy principles may provide
a useful framework for a consistent narrative and to bridge gaps in understanding. According to one LAB
member:
“ Getting more people engaged and knowledgeable is key. Ocean literacy piece seems strategic”. We have 50%
of UK NGOs in the Marine CoLAB. If we document and publish appropriately, a values based approach to build
ocean literacy could become the norm.”
In order to achieve long term attitude and behaviour change we need to identify who has the agency for real
change and to highlight examples of good practice to inspire change. This includes engaging people at local
and community levels, providing resources, offering support, listening to different perspectives, values and
priorities. Through our Agents of Change experiment, local narratives around the need for an effective and
implemented network of MCZs are starting to shift, through engaging diverse community voices using a VBA.
For example, North Norfolk fishers now support their local MCZ. We have also found that sharing views via
video playback is proving successful, for example building on Community Voice Method work with a VBA
central. Experiments like Ocean Sound Waves are also starting to pull people away from the dominant
narrative around the economic value of the ocean.
Our 2017 away day to Ross on Wye provided a clear conceptual framework of the values based approach
and where the CoLAB interest lies. However, we need to continue to experiment with new frames and values
models in our communication (see box below for models and theories we currently work with in our
communications). Although marine valuation studies are starting to proliferate- work to value what really
matters lags behind. One CoLAB member commented:
“The language of ecosystem services is starting to take a firm hold. We can stand by and let the narrative be
dominated by monetization or grasp the opportunity to develop a framework for a credible language which
could be used to better understand, capture, communicate and take account of value in the most holistic
sense”
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We are beginning to scale our approach through experiments and member networks. For example, with the
High Seas Alliance taking a VBA to the UN. Furthermore, members who have transitioned through the
CoLAB, though are still part of the wider community are still adopting our approach (e.g. the Head of Marine
and Freshwater Conservation at the Zoological Society of London has embedded a values based approach
within all of their external presentations). We now need to create an effective package of tools to help others
adopt and learn from the approach. We also need to ensure we are learning from other initiatives as we
move forward, for example #OceanOptimism- a self seeding initiative that anyone can use and take
ownership of.
Taking on an ambassadorial role, CoLAB members are also communicating our approach more widely
directly presenting at conferences (e.g. Society and the Sea and Coastal Partnerships Network Conference)
and sharing the CoLAB’s approach through their organisations work (e.g. using a values based approach and
framing recommendations to talk about coral reef health on a a BBC Radio 2 interview).

3.6. CoLABorative governance and operational sustainability
The Marine CoLABoration’s governance is not flat, we recognize value people being and empower people to
what they want without a hierarchy. We agreed not having a chair, although this was recommended in
external evaluation as this fitted better with the ethos of the group. This did however require careful thought
about roles and accountability and bringing in learning from other initiatives (e.g. ReAM, Finance Innovation
LAB). We are now moving to a model where a steering group has oversight and roles are funded specifically,
helping with equality of input, the tightening of governance and how our resources are managed.
We are learning and taking inspiration from a ‘Teal’ management approach as well as other LABs and
collaborations. In Teal management, self-management is used to replace a hierarchical pyramid.
Organisations and projects of this type are viewed as living organisms that have an evolutionary purpose and
which focus on wholeness.
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Through adopting a range of collaborative decision making techniques and a Teal approach, participants
report that decision making is much easier in the Marine CoLAB than other coalitions and consequently
reworking our strategy for 2019-2021 has been fairly straightforward. We have found however that it is
complex but not impossible to build an evaluation framework that encompasses our various strands of
work.
To make a case for the long term future of the CoLAB, we need to commit to gathering evidence and case
studies. Feedback from funding networks has revealed that funders perceive collaboration to reduce the
sense of risk and drive down overheads and that the marine environment is an investable space to be
working in- “tackling environmental issues also has additional economic benefits”.
We are also finding that funders are starting to realize that a longer term view is needed and funding time
and space for emergence of new ideas is important to advance and ultimately achieve long term marine
conservation goals.

4. KEY LEARNING ON WORKING ACROSS THE SECTOR
4.1. Collaboration for greater impact across the sector
Engaging and connecting the networks of individual participants and the CoLAB as whole is an important
aspect of the CoLAB approach. Beyond CoLAB participants there are stronger relations between
organisations such as Fauna & Flora International and the Zoological Society of London, increasing trust and
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cooperation between organisations. Marine CoLAB members have fedback that “...this is a huge outcome and
shouldn't be overlooked.” H
 owever, it can be logistically difficult to track and keep informed of spin off
collaborations.
There is willingness of others within the sector to engage in experiment and campaign activities and 2018
has seen us collaborating more widely. The CoLAB ‘iceberg’ started to reach the surface in the Ocean
Connects Us event at Trinity Buoy Wharf. Since then we have been sharing our approach and seeking out
new collaborators at conferences and events. Bringing in wider collaborators to help us reframe the narrative
at Walthamstow Wetlands is also widening our CoLAB community. Beyond the sector we are also building
networks of ocean framers that are less usual suspects. #OneLess is exemplar of the need for a diversity of
partners to create systems change, for example through the #OneLess design challenge collaborating with
designers architects and planners and with business and industry via the #OneLess pioneer network.
In bringing in wider collaborators, we need to ensure thorough onboarding and clear terminology. We can’t
assume that understanding of our process, approach and ethos is shared across the whole network. We are
engaging social scientists via conferences (Comm Ocean, Society and the Sea) through publishing a paper in
the journal Frontiers in Marine science through a MarSocSci network and a values roundtable in 2019. There
is always a need for honesty in what is and isn’t working to build effective communities of practice
We are finding that by creating a joined up vision we can move quickly (e.g. Blue Planet Champions) which
needs clarity on the ethos of collaboration or terms of reference or a memorandum of understanding and
that a live winnable campaign is what brings organisations together. Furthermore a recent marine funding
workshop, as well as CoLAB horizon scanning sessions have identified the need for a marine sector 'strategy
of strategies' which might be something the CoLAB could explore as hosts in the future.

4.2. Building capacity across the sector and sharing our approach
There has been significant value in hosting events for a wider group of ocean framers to build capacity in
communicating a CoLABorative, values based approach e.g. the Ocean Connects Us event in 2017 and
Re-Framing the Ocean event in 2018. Feedback from both events has reflected the importance of
consideration of spatial elements in connecting event participants with the value of the ocean and how to
communicate this more effectively (e.g. at the site of London’s only lighthouse in a former marine engine
house). We are sharing our learning with funders and building relationships to secure necessary for our
future work and to further support collaboration across the sector.
Feedback from our growing Blue Comms Network is revealing that we need to create varied, tailored ways for
orghs to engage and participate and that one approach for the group might not fit all. We need different
levels of engagement and to acknowledge that this work may be more useful for some than others. Our offer
could become an informal network to share learning socially or a supporting, delivering, signing up to a high
level strategy to communicate a VBA across the sector.
There is appetite from others to learn from our approach (eg. Cambridge Conservation Forum want to learn
from our experimental approach). We are also sharing our approach and learning with the funding
community and experiments are resonating with funders and pulling in their own resource (e.g. OneLess
drinking fountain found, framed in VBA language).
We are creating resources to share our approach through presentations, videos, reports, papers and evidence
the impact of a CoLABoratory, values based approach at events and conferences and CoLAB members are
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using these to share our approach through their networks (for example, the Institute for European
Environmental Policy presenting on taking a values based approach at EU level).
Experiments as well as the core CoLAB also have dedicated learning plans. Experiments’ learning plans build
on CoLAB learning questions and CoLAB learning questions are nested within the wider Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation valuing the ocean evaluation framework. CoLab Coordinators also share learning on coordinating
collaboration through a coordinators’ network, sharing action learning and facilitatory techniques.
4.3. Experiments as our route to creating change on the water
Full case studies of our experiments can be found here for A
 gents of Change, #OneLess and O
 cean Literacy
We understand that the LAB approach is just one way to address ocean protection, but has a place in the
ecology of practices in improving ocean health.
The first iteration of an experiment can be a prototype, completed in a short time with minimal resources.
The challenge is to design the simplest experiment without losing sight of the big picture, testing a
hypothesis and providing useful answers for larger systemic questions.
We approach issues from multiple points of view and learn from failure, appreciating what works and work to
understand how things could be systematically improved. Failed experiments can provide useful compost for
next iteration of experiments and some experiments have been abandoned,while others have evolved into
larger campaigns attracting their own resource to self sustain. We have found that experiments tend to
become more embedded within organisations when they align closely with organisations’ wider work (e.g
ClientEarth involvement was primarily at the beginning stages of Agents of Change than the delivery stage).
The CoLAB itself is an experiment, the process evolved through recurrent action research cycles, providing
an in situ example of our LAB approach. LAB members have fedback on the sense of liberation an
experimental approach offers. According to one CoLAB member:
“It allows you to work in an experimental capacity that is often much more difficult within your organization. If
you've not achieved the results you want you need to experiment and take the time to reflect on your methods.”
Our experiments can get off the ground very quickly due to existing assets within the CoLAB. They test new
ways of working and have been gateway to building deeper engagement with others, though we have found
that this often requires the shifting of mindsets from large projects or campaigns to agile experiments.
Experiments are resonating with our wider organisations, for example, through Agents of Change, the
Coordinator has been a model to fundraise for a network of similar roles around the UK, with the approach
embedded into the host organisation’s strategy.
Experiments are testing new approaches and hypotheses. For example in Agents of Change, we are testing
whether we can engage better with trusted messengers, triggering a wide range of human values and
revealing shared value of UK marine conservation zones. #OneLess speaks to human values around
universalism and protecting the environment as well as more self directive values around self respect and
pride.
We are learning that through the evolution of the Marine CoLAB and our experiments that there is a stepwise
process to systemic change as evidenced in #OneLess, now moving towards a phase where they are
evolving into a social movement, growing the material infrastructure and support behaviour change.
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#OneLess's implicit theory of change is based on a ‘T shaped model of organising’ ( the vertical being deep
subject knowledge or specialist insight and the horizontal being wide cross sector engagement).
Our World Ocean Day pilot has revealed an appetite for more knowledge about the ocean and has kick
started a conversation across networks to inspire students, teachers and parents to learn and connect with
the ocean. It is becoming clear that one day isn’t enough and in order to maximize engagement and build
momentum, regular contact with educators needs to be established.
We are finding that there is value in a place based approach and localism in gaining leverage locally, whilst
giving boundary and focus to experiments. If something works, we can share locally and then scale up.
Experiments are giving us valuable insights into public perception of marine conservation issues in the UK at
local and national scales. For example, in Agents of Change, community workshops in Cromer, reduction in
pollution, ocean literacy and sustainable fishing economies have emerged as top local priorities for the
sustainable future of the ocean and the local community. T
 his experiment is also revealing that a positive
narrative does exist, it just doesn't get airtime.
Experiments are achieving tangible outcomes as well as less tangible ones. For example #OneLess has
found 40,000 fewer bottles entering the ocean in sites that OneLess monitor. Emerging policy outcomes also
include OneLess explicitly being mentioned in the Mayor of London's Environment Strategy and in Agents of
Change, all three local MPs engaging with the Beachy Head East MCZ campaign (outcome unknown
currently).
There remains questions however as to whether experiments are truly experimental if there is nothing to
compare against and what the risks are if experiment hypotheses are wrong or disproved.
We also need to ensure that across our experiments, we are appealing to the full spectrum of human value
and need to explore the potential for experiments that we can undertake that test communications on
human values that we might not be currently addressing across oru work e.g. hedonistic values. In
experiments, we also need to ensure we remain closely connected with the wider CoLAB when delivering to
ensure experiments remain truly collaborative.
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Top left to bottom right: #OneLess, taking a values based approach to high seas treaty negotiations, World Ocean Day
for Schools, Ocean Soundwaves, Agents of Change (both bottom row).

5. WHAT’S NEXT?
CoLAB strategy and governance
● Continuing to experiment with new governance models and testing our new mode
○ We have kept the core themes of collaboration, communication, experimentation and learning
but have focused these more specifically using the following headings, with collaboration
moving to underpin all of our work instead of being a seperate strand of work
■ Shifting the narrative
■ Horizon scanning and experimenting
■ Building capacity
○ Our model is comprised of:
■ A steering group provides overall direction
■ Three strands, each with a working group and working group driver, supported by
CoLAB Coordinator and Communications Lead where needed
● Diversifying the steering group, working groups and CoLAB community, ensuring we have the right
skills represented within the group.
Laying the foundations for better collaboration and collaborating with marine framers
● Take time to get to know each other, onboard new members and foster group commitment, ensuring
that we revisit principles previously agreed
● Learn by doing and being involved in all aspects
● Continue to create space for emergence (including spatial and temporal elements).
● Expanding the Ocean Literacy network
● Build a community of practice in marine social science, focusing on ocean and human value.
● Connecting more effectively with wider networks, e.g. Ocean Optimism, Wildlife and Countryside Link.
● Mapping and connecting with a wider CoLAB community
○ Identify our beneficiaries, in three years, who do we hope to have helped?
Building capacity in adopting a CoLABoratory, Values Based Approach
● Create effective toolkits that are appropriate for audiences and through which we can evidence
impact
○ Continue to explore different levels of engagement in building capacity
○ Continue learning from experiments and approaches used
○ Build on appetite within the group to develop learning around systemic approaches
○ Strike a balance between developing others' capacity without preaching our approach or
losing our identity
● Share wider organisational methods (eg Community Voice Method and Community Visioning)
● Continue to effectively distill and share what we’re learning- commit to capturing, curating and
sharing evidence demonstrating the relationship between collaboration and experimental output
● Keep on top of values research and identify how we engage with academic research around value and
values
○ Establish where we fit amongst other capacity building networks and how we can add value
and not replicate
● Building on ItoI
○ The increased capacity of CoLAB Coordinator with a Comms Lead joining the team and more
focused strands of work means that we can work on delivering and supporting on capacity
building within CoLAB organisations
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●

Working on the need to balance intellectual property boundaries and an open access, collaborative
approach

Horizon scanning and experimenting
● Explore a marine conservation 'strategy of strategies’ emerging from the Effective Marine Funding
Workshop (hosted by Esme, Ellerman and CGF)
● Develop new experiments- e.g. One Ocean 2020, building on ocean literacy principle number one ‘there’s only one ocean’
● Continue to scale existing experiments- e.g. Ocean Soundwaves and World Ocean Day for Schools
● Continue horizon scanning to identify cross sector synergies and strategic gaps
Shifting the narrative
● Developing the Blue Comms Network
● Recruit Communications Lead
● Actively present more widely to show it works, turning experiments into case studies
● Scoping a collaborative communications strategy that starts to put the ocean back together
6. CONCLUSIONS
Some of the key themes emerging in our learning include:
- The importance of sustainable resourcing for collaboration and the need to effectively demonstrate
the relationship between time taken to build collaboration and experiment and project output
- The need to communicate the full value of the ocean in a way that speaks to the full range of deeply
held human values rather than a subset in order to achieve change
- In order to communicate the importance of the ocean and adopt a CoLABoratory, values based
approach more widely and affect wider systemic change. We need to work across the whole system
and engage with a wide range of ocean framers and not just the usual suspects
- Obstacles in building capacity to adopt a values based approach still exist within eNGOs. Engaging
through tangible experiments has proved to be a useful method in navigating obstacles blockages.
- We need to embed a values based approach across all we do, from consideration of meeting space to
inclusive facilitation techniques
- The need to balance the ambition to keep developing new projects with some consolidation and
delivery around the wider VBA work so that we have a workable balance.
- We believe that the LAB approach is not limited to ocean protection and can adapt to many contexts
and work with many different groups of people, with the potential to inspire and engage a growing
number of people, leading towards widespread systemic change.
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